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AMERICAS
ERICA ALOE

European PhD in Socio-Economic and Statistical Studies from Sapienza University of 
Rome. Her research focuses on gender and economics, and in particular on care 
economy and gender inequality in the labor market. Her quantitative approach includes 
the analysis of time use data. She has been a visiting scholar at University Rey Juan 
Carlos (Madrid, Spain), Levy Economics Institute (New York, USA), and at the 
Economic Department of the American University (Washington DC, USA). She is 
currently collaborating at a European project on gender equality in industrial relations 
with Sapienza University of Rome.

AKPAKI ANIKE ALSACE ODILE 

I am AKPAKI Anikè Alsace Odile, from Benin. I am a PhD student in Development 
economic and a junior assistant in Gender and development at Enabel of Benin. 
Besides, I am holders of a specialized master in International and Development 
Economics from University of Namur (Belgium) and a Master of science in 
International Trade Policy and Trade Law from Lund University (Sweden). Enthusiast 
about working in rural area, and on gender relationship, labour economics, behavioural 
and experimental economics. I do have an organizational skill that encourage 
teamwork. I am action-oriented and efficient, with good adaptability.

SANDRA COBO BALANTA

My name is Sandra Balanta Cobo. I am a economist with development studies master 
degree. I am a part-time researcher of women's equity observatory (OEM Observatorio 
de Equidad de las Mujeres) from ICESI University, and part-time researcher and 
teacher economy department of Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, both universities in 
Cali, Colombia. I have more than 20 years of experience in the public sector, social 
policy and international organizations projects. My work and research areas are the 
social policy, the development planning, the childhood, the Colombian armed conflict, 
the care economy, and the care systems.

SHELBY BOURGAULT

Shelby Bourgault is a research assistant with the gender and development program at 
the Center for Global Development. Prior to joining CGD, she was the program 
associate for gender, economic empowerment, and livelihoods at the International 
Center for Research on Women. Shelby's work largely focuses on the gendered impacts 
of COVID-19, collective bargaining, care work, informal labor, and digital financial 
inclusion. Bourgault holds an MSc in Gender, Development & Globalization from the 
London School of Economics and a BA in International Relations and East Asian 
Studies from Connecticut College.



MINH TAM BUI

Minh Tam Bui is, currently, an Assistant Professor of economics at 
Srinakharinwirot University in Bangkok. She holds a PhD in Economics from 
Thammasat University, Thailand. Prior to her PhD, she worked as an economist with 
various ministries and donor-funded development projects in Vietnam, including the 
World Bank, DFID, ADB, ILO, UNDP. Dr. Bui was invited to the Department of 
Economics, University of Utah (USA) in 2014 and the School of Political Science and 
Economics, Meiji University (Japan) in 2018 as a visiting scholar.

ANALIA CALERO

I have a degree and a Master's degree in Economics from the University of Buenos 
Aires (UBA). I am a candidate for Phd in Economics. My research work refers to 
Labor economics, with emphasis in Poverty and Inequality in the Use of Time along 
the life cycle. I am currently working as Project Manager at the National Direction of 
Living Conditions at the National Institute of Statistics and Censuses (INDEC) in 
Argentina, and as a professor at the Faculty of Economic Sciences of the University 
of Buenos Aires. I served as an expert in labor market analysis at the Secretary of 
Economic Policy of the Ministry of Economy on several occasions; as Principal 
Researcher at ANSES; as Coordinator of the General Sub Directorate for Relations 
with the World Bank of the GCBA; and as an external consultant for international 
organizations, at ILO Argentina and Geneva on issues related to social protection. 
Some of the research work I have done is available on the web.

MAIRA COLACCE

I work as a research assistant in the Inequality and Poverty group, Instituto de 
Economía, Universidad de la República, Uruguay, and worked until December 2019 
at the Economic Commission for Latin American and the Caribbean (ECLAC), 
United Nations. I am currently enrolled in the Doctorate in Economics program at 
the University of Bordeaux (France). I been working in care economics since I 
finished my degree in economics, in research and in the design and implementation 
of social policies. I pushed and participated in the construction in Uruguay of the 
Nacional Care System in its first stages. This policy offers childcare and care for the 
frail elderly and people with disabilities. I also worked in several academic projects 
related to care (ex ante evaluation, evaluation of distributional impact, assessment 
of costs and coverage, labor effects, etc.). My research interests focus on poverty 
and inequality, with a focus on gender, generations and the effects of public policies. 
I have eight articles published in refereed journals and several working papers. I 
currently work in two research lines: i) multidimensional wellbeing and ii) intra-
household gender gaps in consumption.

GABRIELA DIAZ PARDO

Economist with a minor in management from the Universidad de Los Andes in 
Colombia. While she is completing her master's in economics from the same 
university, she is working as a quantitative research assistant at Quanta Gender 
and Care Economy Initiative. Her main interests gravitate towards studying the 
labour market with an emphasis on the study of gender gaps.

SAMANMALA DORABWILA

Samanmala Dorabawila is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Economics at the 
University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka and was the Head of the Department of Law at 
the same University. She was a Visiting Scholar at American University 
Washington, D.C and completed the Graduate Certificate on Gender Analysis in 
Economics in 2018. She received her M.A. and Ph.D. in Economics from Clark 
University, MA, USA and her M. Sc. in Applied Statistics and B.A. in Economics 
from University of Peradeniya. She teaches Statistics, Business Mathematics, 
Microeconomics, Urban Economics, Health economics, Pharmacoeconomics, 
Gender Analysis in Macroeconomics and Development economics for 
undergraduate and graduate students. Her research interest lies in labor, gender, 
health, and development economics.



LUIS ESCALANTE

I am a temporary teaching and research assistant at the economic research center of 
the University of Le Havre-Normandy (France), and a third-year student of a PhD 
program in economics at the same university. I started my undergraduate studies in 
Peru, where I received a bachelor's degree in economics, and then moved to France 
to pursue post-graduate studies. My specific research interests include climate 
change, food security, and poverty distribution, with a focus on gender and regional 
disparities. My doctoral research focuses on the use of gender-sensitive Computable 
General Equilibrium (CGE) models to study the impact of climate change on Bolivian 
women's poverty and food insecurity. Currently, I am also working on the effects of 
Covid-19 on dimensions such as poverty, inequality and domestic work, from a 
gender perspective. I have recently published a paper in Applied Economics 
addressing the impact of fiscal reforms on South African women and have presented 
papers at several international conferences such as GTAP (2019, 2020, 2021), EAERE 
(2021), ECONWORLD (2020), and ECOMOD (2019, 2021).

NATALIA ESCOBAR

PhD student in Social Sciences at FLACSO- Argentina, Master in Applied Economics 
from Universidad del Valle, Public Accountant from Pontificia Universidad 
Javeriana - Cali. I am the coordinator of measurement of the Observatory for Equity 
of Women of the Icesi University and professor of quantitative analysis and gender 
at the Icesi University. My research interests focus on the labor market and 
women's autonomy.

DULCE MARIAS GUEVARA LOPEZ

Dulce graduated from the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) 
where she studied the Master of Public Administration (MPA). She also got the 
Master in Law (LLM) at Universidad Nacional Autonoma de México (UNAM). 
Previously, she received a B.A in international Relations at Instituto Tecnologico 
Autonomo de México (ITAM). Dulce has been a public servant for ten years working 
for several Mexican institutions. She is currently consultant at the Mexican Centre 
for Innovation in Solar Energy (CeMIE Sol) at the Renewable Energies Institute from 
UNAM doing social appropriation of knowledge and monitoring projects funded by 
CONACYT (R&D Mexican agency). Before that, she was working as gender and 
electricity manager at the National Utility Company (CFE) where she was 
accountable mainly for gender-approach research, performance evaluation and 
gender training. She also worked as junior research at the Instituto Belisario 
Dominguez, the Mexican Senate’s Think Tank, briefing Senators in topics such as: 
energy, political, labour and other reforms. Previously, she worked at the National 
Access to Information Institute (INAI) at the Department of International Affairs 
where she contributed to strengthen INAI’s international cooperation strategy. Her 
academic interests are gender mainstreaming in energy and fiscal policies to 
increase women’s labour participation and how to guarantee women’s political 
participation.

DANIEL HAIM

B.A. in International Development Studies from the University of Vienna, M.S. in 
Economic Theory and Policy from the Levy Economics Institute of Bard College. 
Currently research assistant at the Austrian Chamber of Labour in Vienna. 
Research interests include economic policies to reduce inequalities and poverty, 
specifically labor market policies.

CORINA IGLESIAS

I am an economist from Argentina specialized in social protection with a main 
interest on early childhood and ageing population policies, given their priority and 
challenge as policy intervention areas in a developing country ending its 
demographic transition. I have a master degree in economics and doctoral studies in 
economics and education at Teachers College, in Columbia University. More recently 
I have finished a master in demography and statistics. 



MARTHA JAIMES SUSANA

Martha Susana Jaimes is a doctoral candidate in the Public and Urban Policy program 
at the New School. She has a BS in Economics and MA in Economics from 
Universidad de Los Andes in Bogota, Colombia. Her research focuses on social policy, 
social insurance, and feminist retirement policies. Her work is centered on labor 
economics, demography, and actuarial studies, focusing on gender and inequality. She 
is currently an adjunct lecturer at NYU and St. John’s University and previously 
worked as a research associate at the Schwartz Center for Economic Policy Analysis 
(SCEPA) at The New School as part of the Retirement Equity Lab team. She was a 
2018 fellow of the Social Security Administration and the Center for Retirement 
Research at Boston College. She was also part of the Global Urban Futures Project -
GUFP- as a research assistant in Urban Economics, the GUFP project sponsored by 
The New School and the Ford Foundation. Before starting her Ph.D., she worked for 
the Bogota city government as the assistant director of Strategic Research and 
coordinator of the Economic Development Observatory for the Economic 
Development Department. Martha has taught different economics courses, including 
History of Economic Thought, Economic Theory Analysis, Economic History, and 
Macroeconomics. 

ANAMARY LINARES MAQUEIRA

I am a Ph.D. student in Economics, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. I earned a 
master’s degree in Development Economics from the Latin American Faculty of 
Social Sciences in Ecuador, and a bachelor’s degree in Economics from University of 
Havana, Cuba. My research interests lie in the intersection of feminist political 
economy, labor and distribution in developing countries, particularly in Latin 
America and Cuba. I am currently working in my dissertation prospectus, which 
includes three essays on feminist political economy. My project uses social 
reproduction theory to analyze distributional aspects of paid and unpaid work in 
contemporary Latin America 
(specifically Cuba and Ecuador).

TATIANNA MOJICA URUENA

Hey everyone! My name is Tatiana, I am 24 years old, and I work as a quantitative 
specialist at the Colombian care economy project Quanta: Cuidado y Género. In the 
project, I study the relationship between unpaid care work and female participation 
and employment in the labor market. I want to pursue a Ph.D. in economics in the 
early future. My research areas of interest include gender, labor, and development.

DEBORA NUNES

Débora Nunes is PhD candidate and Graduate Teaching Instructor in the Economics 
Department at Colorado State University. Currently, she teaches Gender in the 
Economy and is developing her dissertation on feminist economics, focusing on 
macroeconomic modeling and the provision of care in Latin American countries, 
under Dr. Elissa Braunstein and co-advised by Dr. Daniele Tavani. Débora has a 
Master's degree in Development Economics from the Federal University of Rio 
Grande do Sul 
(UFRGS, Brazil) and a Bachelor's degree in Economics from the same institution; she 
was also an invited undergraduate student at the Center for Research and Teaching in 
Economics (CIDE, Mexico). Débora's professional experiences include internships at 
the Central Bank of Brazil and at the Southern Brazil Regional Development Bank; in 
the private sector, she owned a company that offered services in the cultural sector 
and worked as a producer and professional dancer for several years. Her research 
interests and published works debate feminist economics, history of feminist 
economic thought, Marxist feminism, Latin American structuralism, depency theory, 
and Marxist political economy.



SIBYL ITALIA PINEDA SALAZAR

Sibyl Italia Pineda Salazar is a Full-time professor and researcher at Universidad 
Autónoma Metropolitana (UAM) in Mexico City, where she teaches political economy 
topics and develops research around labor economics. She graduated from 
Universidad Rafael Landivar, Guatemala, with a bachelor's degree in Economics in 
2008 and worked for two years on a public policy research center for international 
organizations and the Guatemalan government. Afterward, she moved to Mexico City 
to study for a master's and Ph.d. degree in Economic Sciences at Universidad 
Autónoma Metropolitana. Her research interests are gender labor inequalities, paid 
and unpaid labor, and political economy.

BUSI SIBEKO

Busi Sibeko is an economist and researcher at the Institute for Economic Justice 
(IEJ). She holds a Bachelor of Science in Economics from Duke University and a 
Masters in the Political Economy of Development from SOAS, University of London. 
Busi’s research focus is macroeconomic policy, including tax justice, fiscal and 
monetary policy, and participatory feminist budgeting to advance socio-economic 
rights. She is a co-Chair of the Budget Justice Coalition which is comprised of 14+ civil 
society organisations. She has been engaged in budget advocacy work in various 
capacities from training other activists to media engagements. She also provides 
research support to the labour constituency. She authored The Cost Austerity: 
Lessons for South Africa and is a co-author of A fiscal stimulus for South Africa. She 
considers herself a feminist political economist in training and is determined to be a 
part of unwinding structural injustice.

PILAR TORRES

I am an economist with a Master's degree in economics from the Universidad del 
Rosario (Bogota, Colombia). I am currently finishing my master's degree in sociology 
at LSE. I am very interested in studying the private sphere of families from the 
economic sociology perspective. I have also researched the gender approach in the 
teaching of economics.

ILIANA VACA-TRIGO

My name is Iliana Vaca-Trigo, I am an Ecuadorian Statistician, currently working for 
UNECLAC Gender Division for Gender Affairs, feminist, mother of two lovely 
daughters and passionate about gender data. I obtained my Master’s degree in 
Statistics and also my PhD in Statistics candidacy from Iowa State University. 
During my formal studies, I had the chance to deepen my knowledge in statistical 
modeling techniques and to develop strong analytical skills. Currently, I work for the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean Division 
for Gender Affairs. Given my academic background as a statistician, my interest on 
development topics and my conviction that high quality data are key for assisting in 
decision-making and accountability, I was able to contribute on research, data 
collection and analysis on gender equality in Latin America and the Caribbean which 
served as inputs for the Division's publications, as well as UNECLAC's publications, 
reports, and policy briefs. Over the past seven years, I have been working with time-
use data, by assisting countries to strengthen their national time-use and unpaid 
work measurements and valuing unpaid work, by advocating the importance of 
bridging gender data gaps and by analyzing data to show that time distribution is a 
vector that reproduces inequalities.

CAROLINA ZANINO

I have a degree in economics, I did a master's degree at FLACSO on Argentine 
economics and a diploma at the UBA on gender and feminist movements. I have been 
working in the Ministry of Economy of the Argentine Nation since 2011. For ten 
years I worked in the Directorate of Macroeconomic Programming, doing 
conjuncture analysis, projections, and Mercosur reports. Since last year I have been 
an expert economics and gender analyst.



CRISTINA PEREIRA VIECELI

PhD in Economics from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), 
begins Posdoctoral studies in 2021, Master and Economist from UFRGS, economist 
from the Inter-Union Department of Statistics and Socioeconomic Studies (Dieese), 
columnist of the portal Democracy and World of Work in Debate - DMT, member of 
the Center of Studies, Research and Extension in Feminist Economics, Faculty of 
Economic Sciences, UFRGS (NECOFEM). Worked as consultant on the Care Policy 
Scorecard Project promoted by OXFAM and worked as an assistant professor in the 
Gender Analysis in Economic Policy Research discipline, promoted by the LAVALE 
Institute. She was a visiting scholar at the Department of Gender and Sexuality at 
York University-Toronto, from January to June 2019. She currently participates in 
the International Global Scholars program by American University, and was 
selected to participate in Francesco Economy, she is engaged in Women for 
Economy Village. She researches on feminist economics, labor market, economic 
development, Brazilian economy, feminism and gender and race relations, with 
publications and participation in national and international events.

TANIA CAMILA LAMPREA BARRAGAN

I am a Colombian woman graduated from the M.Sc. program in Economics of 
“Universidad del Rosario”, with six years of experience in applied economic research 
proved by National Department of Planning. I can tell you that I have an excellent 
academic background in research due to the master in economics (M.Sc) of 
“Universidad del Rosario” which provided me many tools in econometry, impact 
evaluation, macroeconomic models, and a very useful update in computational 
methods for public policies, in which I could develop a study at the end of the 
master. At the same time, I have been working at the Economic Research Division at 
the National Department for Planning (DNP), (the institution responsible for the 
design and coordination of the national public spending in Colombia) where I have 
acquired knowledge in managing data bases, analysis and design of labor market 
reports and socioeconomic indicators, besides, I have been able to learn how to 
apply econometrics and quantitative tools in different scenarios. My path of 
research has been focused in development field, specifically in labor market, wages, 
the poorness and inequalities mainly among gender. I have been working about the 
role of industry and occupation status to explain the size of the gender gap in labor 
market of Colombia using decomposition methods. In addition, I worked in 
quantifying of VAT compensation for the most vulnerable households, which it was 
the first government measures to diminish negative impacts on the poorest people. 
Likewise, I published a study about gender biases in the Value Added Tax in 
Colombia, in Friedrich Ebert Stiftung in Colombia (FESCOL).  

RACHMA INDAH NURBANI

Rachma is a WiSER-BCEC PhD scholar at School of Economics, Finance, and 
Property, Curtin University – Australia. Prior to arriving at Curtin University, 
Rachma is a researcher at the SMERU Research Institute, a prominent think tank 
in Indonesia. Previously, she worked for National Development Planning Agency of 
Indonesia. Rachma’s initial training was in economics at the University of 
Indonesia. She then earned a master degree from Faculty of Business and 
Economics, the University of Rome “La Sapienza” in Italy. Having quantitative 
background, Rachma has growing interest in learning qualitative methods, and 
proven herself to be able develop expertise in using quantitative-qualitative mixed 
methods approach in research projects where she has been involved, covering the 
area of child poverty and wellbeing, food and nutrition security, crisis and economic 
shock impact on poor and vulnerable group, government budget, unpaid care work, 
gender dimension of poverty, and inequality. Rachma has been awarded 2019 
WiSER scholarship and proposing research on intrahousehold dynamics and child 
wellbeing. Her acquaintance with the issues developed through a series of research 
works on ‘Life in A Time of Food Price Volatility’ and on ‘Unpaid Care Work in 
Indonesia’ she conducted with SMERU and the Institute of Development Studies, 
University of Sussex, United Kingdom. In 2013, she attended Care Advocacy 
Workshop and Launch of UN Special Rapporteur Report on Unpaid Care Work, 
Poverty, and Women’s Human Right in United Kingdom, from where she found the 
subject is not only close to her hearth but also in other side remained relatively 
untouched in global South, particularly in Asia.  



SONIA PHALATSE

Sonia Phalatse is an activist, economist and researcher at the Institute for Economic 
Justice (IEJ). She holds a Bachelor of Commerce in Economics from the University 
of Cape Town and a Masters in Economics from Wits university. Sonia’s current 
research focus is feminist economics, the role of the state, private financing for 
development and climate justice. She was a co-convenor of the Feminist Economics 
Summer School hosted by the Institute for Economic Justice, University of 
Witwatersand and Trade & Industrial Policy Strategies (TIPS) in January 2020. She 
is a co-author of No Return to Normal - A Just Recovery for South Africa and an 
author of Eskom: Roots of a crisis. 



AFRICA / EUROPE
EMMANUEL ABBEY

Emmanuel Abbey is a Lecturer at the Department of Economics, University of Ghana. 
He is also currently involved in several project including an IDRC-funded project on 
soft skills for the youth in Africa, with a special focus on Ghana. Emmanuel holds a 
PhD in Development Economics from the University of Ghana. His areas of 
specialization are Entrepreneurship and Industrial Economics. As a faculty of the 
Department of Economics, Emmanuel is involved in the teaching of undergraduate 
Econometrics, Statistics and Elements of Economics. Emmanuel has a keen interest in 
exploring the gender dimension of various issues related to his areas of specialization 
and most especially, how the gendered distribution of entrepreneurial activities has 
boosted firm growth and productivity in Africa.

SAM AGBAHOUNGBA

Economist and Researcher, Sam Agbahoungba holds a PhD in Economics from the 
University of Thies (Senegal) in 2019. Previously, he completed his master’s degrees 
from the University of Abomey-Calavi (Benin) via the program of excellence PTCI and 
from Lund University (Sweden) via TRAPCA program based in Arusha (Tanzania). His 
research interests include international economics, macroeconomics, economic 
modelling, gender issues and demo-economics. He is specifically interested economic 
modelling and has attended several technical short training programs offered by IDEP 
(UNECA), IHEDD (FERDI) and University of Laval (Canada), etc. Sam is affiliated with 
international research networks including PEP Network, AERC (Kenya), ATM 
(France), Econometric Society, etc. Currently, Dr Sam Agbahoungba is Economist, 
Program Officer and Head of “Analysis Section” at the Regional Consortium for 
research in generational economics (CREG) based in Senegal.

ATCHADE TOUWEDE BENEDICTE

Economist and Researcher, I hold a PhD in Economics from the University of Dakar 
(Senegal) in 2019 in PTCI Program. My field of research is related to themes on gender, 
education and the well-being of children in their microeconomic aspects. I am currently 
interested in trainings that apply the introduction of gender in a macroeconomic 
aspect in order to broaden my area of expertise. I am affiliated with international 
research networks including PEP Network, AERC (Kenya), CBRSI (Benin), etc. 

CHARLES BIRUNGI 

Charles Birungi is a health economist working at the intersections of global health, 
macroeconomics, and public finance in low-and middle-income countries. Over the past 
20 years, his policy and research work has largely focused on applying political 
economy tools to the analysis and implementation of health interventions and policies. 
He holds a BA (Econ) from Makerere University, Uganda, an MSc in Health Economics, 
Policy and Management from London School of Economics and Political Science, 
United Kingdom, and a PhD in Health Economics at University College London, United 
Kingdom. He is a Ugandan national.

DEEPTA CHOPRA

Deepta Chopra is a feminist social scientist with a focus on women’s empowerment 
and gendered political economy. She works as a Research Fellow at the Institute of 
Development Studies, IDS. She has done a PhD in Human Geography from 
University of Cambridge (on the politics of rights based policies, especially the 
MGNREGA in India). She also has an Economics degree for her undergraduate (from 
Delhi, India) and a Masters in Social work (from Delhi, India). Deepta’s research 
interests primarily focus on the empowerment of women and girls, and its core 
links with their paid work and unpaid care work. She has designed, led and 
published research on unpaid care work in South Asia and Sub Saharan Africa. She 
is an expert on mixed methods research design and qualitative methodologies, and 
aligns herself closely with issues of power and participation, citizen engagement and 
politics of gender.



LORENA CUELLAR VALLE

Lorena has Bachelor's degree in Economics from Universidad Centroamericana 
"José Simeón Cañas", in El Salvador. She worked for four years as a junior 
researcher in the Public Policy Research Department in Fundaungo (https://
www.fundaungo.org.sv/), a Salvadoran think tank. Her research experience covers 
labor market dynamics, demographic transition, and social protection. She is 
currently studying a Master in Macroeconomics and Governance in the Erasmus 
Joint Masters Program Economic Policies for the Global Transition (EPOG+) at the 
Berlin School of Economics and Law, and she collaborates as an economic advisor 
and content creator in the Salvadoran feminist media Alharaca (https://
www.alharaca.sv/). Lorena is interested in developing research from a heterodox 
and interdisciplinary perspective -particularly the intersection between Marxian, 
Post Keynesian/Kaleckian, and Feminist Economics-, and her research interests 
cover global care chains, the integration of care work and time use in 
macroeconomic models, and social reproduction theory.

VARUNA DREEPAUL

Economics has always been a fascinating subject as it has different branches which 
help us to understand and analyse many of the world problem. My passion for 
labour economics especially feminists originates from the fact that I have always 
witnessed the discrimination between men and women in our day to day life 
despite the fact that both sexes contribute much to the economy. As a PhD student 
at the University of Mauritius, I am analysing the effect of newly introduced 
minimum wage on labour market dynamics and poverty in Mauritius. My analysis 
indicates that minimum wage has a negative effect on employment and women and 
youth are more affected. Thus, I want to dwell into in the factors and reasons why 
women and youth are considered as the vulnerable segment of the society. My 
other area of research relates to the feminization of poverty and care economy as 
women spend more time in the unpaid care work and with the Covid 19, they are 
entering into the poverty trap. In this field, I want to examine the relationship 
between minimum wage and the domestic care sector. I hope that this course will 
help me to increase my knowledge on the mechanism as well the theories and 
econometric tools in these areas and other aspect of care economy. 

CHANDNI DWARKASING

I'm Chandni Dwarkasing and I'm from the small Caribbean island Curaçao but have 
been living in Europe for the last 11 years. I've studied Environmental Sciences for 
my Bachelor's and Sustainability, Society and the Environment for my Master's. 
This year I graduated in Economics and my PhD degree was obtained at the Tuscan 
universitities of Florence, Pisa and Siena (Italy). The reason I applied for this 
intensive course is related to my aspiration to empirically verifiy some of the 
theoretical insights from my dissertation. At the same time, I'm working for a 
project called Ecoesione in which my role is to understand "The social barriers to 
the ecological transition" in a European context. These social barriers manifest 
themselves as the result of policy-induced inequalities across multiple dimensions, 
of which gender is very important but typically under-emphasized. I'm looking 
forward to initiate this course and I'm happy to share this learning experience with 
so many interesting people across the world!

GIFTY EWURAMA ENCHILL

Gifty Ewurama Enchill is the Business Development Manager of the Executive 
Development Unit, University of Ghana Business School (UGBS-ED). She holds an 
MPhil in Finance (University of Ghana), MBA in Finance (University of Leicester 
UK), BA in Business Administration and LLB (University of London UK). She is a 
Professional Administrator with strong advocacy skills with many years of 
experience across various areas such as learning and development, training, 
customer service and career development. Her skills and expertise have been 
acquired through engagements at various professional levels of work in the field of 
administration, finance and law. She worked within the learning and development 
department of Marks and Spencer in the United Kingdom. 



ANA DI GIROLAMO

I am from argentina. I am an economist and I am currently working at the National 
Ministry of Economy, where I deal with external sector analysis. I have been working 
in the public sector for about 8 years in different programmes that provide assistance 
to SMEs all over the country. I think that public policies are of uttermost importance 
for people's quality of life, and that they can help to transform contexts of inequality. 
In particular, I consider that it is necessary that the people who work in public 
organisms learn about gender issues in order to adopt a new standpoint for a deeper 
social, economic and political change. On a personal level, this course may provide 
valuable insight for new gender perspectives at work.

ALEMU LAMBAMO

Alemu Lambamo is an Assistant Professor of Macroeconomics, Department of 
Economics of the Dire Dawa University. He holds a Ph.D. in Economics from the 
University of Milan (Italy). Previously, he studied MSc. in Economics (Economic 
Policy Analysis) at Addis Ababa University (Ethiopia). At the University of Milan, 
Alemu works as a teaching assistant for a Master course in Advanced 
Macroeconomics. He also works as Business Development Advisor at EDC-Ethiopia 
and UNDP. His research interests include macroeconomic modelling and analysis, 
fiscal and monetary policies, labour market and its dynamics in the context of CGE 
from a gender perspective, and international finance.

LE MAI HUONG

Le Mai Huong is an Economics lecturer at National Economics University in Hanoi, 
Vietnam. She received her Master degree in Public Policy from National Graduate 
Institute for Policy Studies, Tokyo, Japan, in 2006 and a master degree in Economics 
from Bocconi University, Italy, in 2012 and is doing a PhD in Business and 
Management in Taiwan. Her current research is on how the gender of the 
entrepreneur can influence the environmental policy and the employee benefit policy 
at the firm level.

JASLIN KALSI

Jaslin is a research affiliate at the Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre. She has 
previously worked as a researcher at Insight Energy, The Red Elephant Foundation, 
and UNDP (Kenya). She was also involved as a researcher on the Australian Research 
Council Discovery Project (DP170103297), ‘Inside the black box: Intra-household 
resource allocations of older couples’. Her research interests include economic and 
social wellbeing, gender equity, and social exclusion. Jaslin graduated from Curtin 
University with first class honours in Economics and was awarded as the Best 
Economics Honours Graduate by the Economics Society of Australia, WA Branch. 
She recently completed her PhD on gender inequality and the distribution of intra-
household wellbeing at key stages of the life course and received a Chancellor’s 
commendation for her work.

EHITE HAILEKRISTOS KIFLE

I got  Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree in Economics from Debremarkos University, 
Ethiopia, in 2012  with a very great distinction (3.96/4.00). After one year of work 
experience, as a graduate  assistant (GA-I) at Wachemo University, I joined Arba 
Minch University (AMU), Ethiopia, and  obtain Master of Science (MSc) degree in 
Economic Policy Analysis in June, 2015 with a nice  academic status (3.97/4.00) 
points and an excellent (A) result of MSc Thesis. My Bachelor and Master studies in 
Economics at Debre Markos and Arba Minch University  have given me an 
enriching experience and background of the theoretical and practical  knowledge in 
Economics. The intermediate and advanced level courses like Applied  Econometrics 
and research methodology; which I have completed with excellent grades at Arba  
Minch University give me deeper theoretical and analytical knowledge in the field.I 
have a good  command of Eviews, STATA, PcGive and Math lab econometric 
software packages. 



MONICA LAMBON-QUAYEFIO

Monica Lambon-Quayefio is an applied economist whose research focuses on health 
and demographic economic issues including health, women’s empowerment and its 
implications, as well as poverty and inequality. Her recent work has focused on 
unpaid care work, inequality of opportunity, digital finance and informal pensions in 
Ghana. She is a research fellow of the Transfer Project and of the Africa Centre of 
Excellence in Inequality Research (ACEIR). She is a senior lecturer at the Department 
of Economics, at the University of Ghana. She holds a doctorate degree in Economics 
from Clark University, USA where she received her Master’s degree in Economics. 
Her Bachelor of Arts degree was obtained in Economics with Mathematics from the 
University of Ghana.

MELISSA LANGWORTHY

Melissa E. Langworthy, PhD, is a feminist economist currently living in Kuwait. She 
was educated at Tulane University and the London School of Economics. Her research 
interests include the political economy of women’s entrepreneurship; women’s 
entrepreneurship promotion, decent work and social protection in poverty programs; 
rentier states and gender; and social reproduction and household institutions in 
women’s (micro)enterprises. She is currently a Senior Researcher at Ladysmith and 
the Senior Gender Expert, EU-GCC, at Equinoccio. She has previously consulted on 
projects with UN Women, Facebook, the American University of Beirut, and Oxfam 
MENA, among others.

ABRAHAM LARTEY

Abraham Lartey is a 2021 World Bank Africa Fellow and a PhD candidate at the 
Department of Economics, University of Alicante Spain. His research interest lies at 
the intersection of energy, natural resources, and economic development. He is also 
interested in using spatial and microdata in answering macro-development questions.

ANNE LöSCHER

Anne Löscher is a PhD candidate working on the macroeconomics of the climate 
crisis with focus on low-income countries and their integration in the international 
financial system. Part of this is a research project on the transitional risks of climate 
policies for oil exporters financed by INSPIRE (https://www.climateworks.org/
inspire/). She holds a MSc in Empirical Economics and Policy Consulting as well as 
Economics with Reference to Africa from the SOAS, University of London.

BEATRICE KALINDA MKENDA

My name is Beatrice Kalinda Mkenda. I am a Senior Lecturer in the School of 
Economics at the University of Dar es Salaam. I have been a member of the faculty 
since 2005. I am currently serving as the Acting Dean of the School. I did my 
undergraduate studies at the University of Zambia, where I graduated with a BA in 
economics. I then did my MA and MPhil at the University of Sussex. I continued to 
do my PhD at Gothenburg University in Sweden, which I obtained in 2001.  Prior to 
joining the University of Dar es Salaam, I worked as a Research Fellow with the 
Economic and Social Research Foundation (ESRF), under the Globalization in East 
Africa project. My research interests then were in trade issues and the impact of 
globalization on welfare. My recent research has looked at diverse areas; indigenous 
knowledge and employment generation among women, empowering women in 
tourism micro, small and medium enterprises, informal sector employment and 
ability of SMEs to penetrate export markets.  My teaching focuses on international 
economics and macroeconomics. I was involved in teaching a Postgraduate Diploma 
course in poverty analysis that was jointly offered by the International Institute of 
Social Studies in the Netherlands, REPOA and ESRF. 



EDMEE NDOYE

Edmée Ndoye is a Ph.D candidate in economics at Iba Der Thiam University of 
Thiès in Senegal. Her Ph. D dissertation is on Gender and social protection and 
related issues in Senegal. She got a master’s degree in applied economics at 
Cheikh Anta Diop University of Dakar (Senegal) via the program of excellence 
(PTCI). She was Research fellow at international doctoral school of Roma Tre 
University in collaboration with CeSPI (Italy). She got research grants from 
Partnership for Economic Policy (PEP) Network and Population Reference 
Bureau (PRB). Currently Research officer at the Regional consortium for 
research in generational economics (CREG) based in Senegal, Edmée Ndoye 
works on several development economics and generational economy topics 
including demographic dividend, gender, domestic work, social protection, 
migration, macroeconomics. 

NASER YUNUS NURU

I received my MSc in Political Economy from Sapienza University of Rome in 
2013 and my Ph.D. in Economics from Luiss University of Rome in 2018. 
Currently, I am a visiting scholar at KU Leuven, Belgium. Before I assume this 
position, I worked as an Assistant Professor of Economics at Adigrat University, 
Ethiopia. My research interest broadly falls under macroeconomic modeling for 
policy analysis. Specifically, I work on fiscal policy in developing countries.

NKECHI S. OWOO

Dr. Nkechi S. Owoo is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Economics at the 
University of Ghana. In her current position, she teaches courses in Micro- and 
Macro-economics at the undergraduate level. She also lectures in Health 
Economics and Applied Econometrics at the graduate level. Dr Owoo has a 
specialization in spatial econometrics and her research focuses on 
microeconomic issues in developing countries, including household behaviour, 
health, agriculture, gender issues and population and demographic economics. Dr 
Owoo received her Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics from the University of 
Ghana in 2006 and received a Master’s degree in Economics from Clark 
University in 2009. She completed her PhD in Economics from Clark University, 
MA, USA in 2012.

ZENZI PAHLA

Zenzi Pahla is working towards a Master's Degree in Economic Science at the 
University of Cape Town in South Africa. Previously, Pahla completed 
undergraduate studies in Investment Management at the University of Pretoria 
and a masters in Development Economics at the University of Johannesburg. 
Pahla is currently employed part time as a data analyst at DataFirst,  a research 
data service operating at the University of Cape Town that provides open access 
micro data for South Africa and other African countries. Pahla's research 
insterest focuses on understanding female labour supply trends across the 
business cycle. 

MARTINA QUEREJETA

PhD student in Economics at the National University of La Plata, Argentina. She 
completed a Bachelor's Degree in Economics and a Master's Degree in Economics 
at the University of Republic in Uruguay. Since 2010 she has carried out research 
regarding gender issues in Uruguay. In addition, she has eight years of experience 
in the implementation of public policies in Uruguay working in the Evaluation 
and Monitoring area at the Ministry of Social Development. She is also a member 
of the Interdisciplinary Center for Development Studies. Her key research 
interests 
include social policies, labor economics and gender.



EMILIA ROSSI

Gender and development specialist with over 15 years of experience in the 
international cooperation sector. Initially trained in Statistics and Economics, I later 
specialised in International Development and Social Anthropology. My main research 
interests are care work and migration, gender policy analysis and gender budgeting. I 
lived several years in Argentina and other Latin American countries, and have 
professional experience in most global regions. I worked in Afghanistan from 2016 to 
2018 for the Italian Development Agency and more recently directed a Time Use 
Study on rural women in Tajikistan for the Asian Development Bank. I am currently 
based in Bologna, Italy, and work as an international consultant. At the moment I am 
working on the mid-term review of a programme aimed at preventing violence against 
women in Guatemala for a Spanish INGO.

FRANK GYIMAH SACKEY

Frank Gyimah Sackey (PhD), is an educationist, economist, and an econometrician. 
He obtained his B.Ed (Social Sciences) and M.Phil (Economics) degrees from the 
University of Cape Coast in Ghana. He obtained his PhD in Economics (International 
distinction) from Universitat Rovira i Virgili in Tarragona, Spain and is a Marti 
Franques Fellow of the University. His professional career started at the Department 
of Economics, now School of Economics, of the University of Cape Coast, as a Senior 
Research Assistant where he lectured in elements of Economics at the undergraduate 
level. He continued to the Catholic University College of Ghana as a Lecturer and later 
promoted to the Senior Lecturer rank and appointed as the Dean of the School of 
Research and Graduate Studies. He is currently with the Ghana Communication 
Technology University, a public University, as a Senior Lecturer and the Head of 
Economics Department. Dr. Frank Gyimah Sackey conducts research with special 
interest in development economics finance and gender economics . He teaches 
courses in Economics at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels. He also 
supervises students project works and thesis at the undergraduate and postgraduate 
levels. He has several publications in peer reviewed journals and a reviewer for some 
of these journals

MBATHIO SAMB

Ms. Mbathio Samb obtained an MPhil degree in Economics with Applied 
Macroeconomics as major at the University Cheikh Anta Diop of Dakar (UCAD), in 
Senegal, within the framework of a collaborative advanced Masters Programme in 
Economics for African universities. Her main fields of interest are Economics, 
Governance, Institutions and women’s involvement/empowerment in development 
processes. She participated in a number of international exchange programmes and 
events. She is a member of networks of women economists. Ms. Samb strongly 
believes in research as the best way to support policy changes in Africa. Ms. Samb 
worked as part-time assistant lecturer at UCAD and part-time lecturer at the 
University of Ziguinchor (UZIG), in Senegal. She worked also as a programme 
consultant in research programmes, research-action programmes and in development 
and management of projects. Currently, she works as an Assistant Research Officer 
at the United Nations African Institute for Economic Development and Planning 
(IDEP), where she manages policy dialogues, fellowships, publications and some 
projects.

MAMAYE THIONGANE

Mamaye Thiongane holds a Ph.D. in economics from the Cheikh Anta Diop University 
(UCAD) in Senegal. He is currently a research associate at the Regional Consortium 
for Research in Generational Economy (CREG). With other researchers of the 
knowledge and policy unit (KPU/CREG) his tasks consist of carrying out work related 
to demographic dividend particularly in Poverty dynamics and Human capital 
dimensions. At the Faculty of Economics and Management (FASEG /UCAD), he is a 
lecturer in economics and a researcher at the Publics economics laboratory (LEP). He 
mainly works on: - human capital and labour market (formal or informal sector), - 
Gender-based analysis on paid and unpaid work, - Sexual and reproductive health, - 
Public policy evaluation.



JACKELINE VELAZCO

Associate Professor at the Economics Department, Pontifical Catholic University of 
Peru and Lecturer at University of Girona (Spain). Ph.D. in Economics from the 
University of Manchester (UK), Master degree in Development Studies, with a 
specialization in Agricultural and Rural Development, at the Institute of Social 
Studies in The Hague and Licenciatura degree in Economics from the Pontifical 
Catholic University of Peru (Lima). My research experience in development 
economics with emphasis on applied microeconomics covers three main areas: a) 
gender economics; b) well-being and quality of life research in developing countries; 
and c) agricultural economics and rural development. My research findings have 
been published in books and in academic journals such as Revista Española de 
Estudios Agrosociales y Pesqueros, Social Indicators Research, Journal of 
Happiness Studies, Journal of International Development, Applied Research in 
Quality of Life, Journal of the Knowledge Economy, Problèmes d'Amérique Latine, 
Journal of Iberian and Latin American Economic History, Journal of Latin 
American Studies and Journal of Economic Methodology.

TIZITA YISMAW GEBEYEHU

My name is Tizita Gebeyehu Yismaw. I am an Ethiopian. I was born in 15 June, 1991. 
I am a  student in the University of Namur (Specialized Master in International and 
Development  Economics). I will be graduated at the end of this month. I received 
my first degree (BA  Degree) in Economics in the year 2012 from Debre Brehan 
University, Ethiopia. I was  graduated with a Very Great Distinctions’ List (6 
semesters: 3.87 GPA). I did my second degree  in Economic policy analysis and 
awarded Masters of Science 
(MSc.) from Arba Minch  University, Ethiopia in 2014. I honoured Excellent in post 
graduate thesis.  Before I came to Belgium, I was a Research, Community Services 
and Post graduate  Coordinator, Debre Brehan University, College of Business and 
Economics. In addition, I am  Assistant Professor in the department of Economics, 
Debre Brehan University. 

IZASKUN ZUAZU

Education: I hold a Ph.D. in Economics at the Applied Economics III (Econometrics 
and Statistics) Dept. at the University of the Basque Country. During my doctoral 
years, I was a visiting Ph.D. student at the Toulouse School of Economics (TSE) to 
work on a research project on Computational Social Choice in 2015. I was also a 
Ph.D. international student at the Politics Department of the New York University 
(NYU) in 2016 and 2017, where I took the doctoral courses in Political Behaviour and 
Comparative Politics from the NYU doctoral program in political science. Work 
experience: After defending my Ph.D. in February 2019, I moved to Italy for a 
postdoctoral fellowship in political economy at the Statistical Science Dept. at 
Sapienza University of Rome. At Sapienza, I collaborated with Marcella Corsi and 
Giulia Zacchia in gender differences in self-efficacy and sexual harassment in the 
workplace. Afterwards, I joined the Institute for Socio-Economics at the University 
of Duisburg-Essen (Germany) for a 5-year postdoctoral fellowship. Between April 
2020 and May 2021 I was in my maternity leave of my first kid. From June 2021, I 
came back to my postdoctoral position at the University of Duisburg-Essen. At the 
University of Duisburg-Essen (UDE), I am teaching a course on Gender and 
Feminist Economics and a course in Advanced Econometric Methods for the UDE 
master program in Socio-Economics. 



MARIEM LIOUAEDDINE

Mariem Liouaeddine is a Professor of Economics since 2016 at the Faculty of 
Economics and Managment  at Ibn Tofaîl a
In 2016, she was honored with the Economist Prize for Research in Economics and 
Management for her doctoral thesis entitled "A micro-econometric approach for the 
evaluation of inequalities and the quality of the Moroccan education system".
She holds several certificates obtained from the World Bank, Economic Research 
Forum, the World Intellectual Property Organization and The International 
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA).
His fields of research and interest focus on the evaluation of public policies, 
inequalities and development.



ASIA
GERELMAA BAYARMAGNAI

Gerelmaa Bayarmagnai graduated from the University of Finance and Economics in 
Mongolia, 2018 and earned a Bachelor of Economics Degree. Since then, I worked at the 
Reserve Management and Financial Markets Department for 2 years and Research and 
Statistics Department for a year as an economist in the Central Bank of Mongolia. 
Currently, I am a student of the Master of Central Banking Program at Asia School of 
Business. My research interests are monetary and development economics. 

MYAGMARSUREN BOLDBAATAR

Education:
PhD, Korea University, February 2015
Department of Economics and Statistics
MA, School of Economics Studies, National University of Mongolia, June 2005
Department of Statistics and Department of Economics
BS, School of Economics Studies, National University of Mongolia, June 2003
Department of Statistics 
Employment:
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, School of Arts and Sciences, National 
University of Mongolia, 2015
Lecturer, Department of Economics, School of Arts and Sciences, National University 
of Mongolia, 2014-2015
Lecturer, Department of Statistics, School of Economics Studies, National University of 
Mongolia, 2005-2010

PAULINA SEGOVIA

Paulina Segovia holds a Bachelor's Degree in in Financial economics and a Master's 
Degree in Economics from UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México). Segovia 
is currently an Assistant Professor at UNAM and is interested in research related to 
economic history and gender studies.

ARABO EWINYU

Arabo K. Ewinyu is a Research Manager at the Southern Centre for Inequality Studies. 
She has a Master of Commerce in Economics Degree from the University of 
Witwatersrand. Her research interests relate to the following areas Labour economics, 
pubic economics, and poverty and inequality studies, with a specific focus on gender. 
Prior to joining SCIS, she worked at the University of Cape Town and at Genesis 
Analytics.

JINWOO LEE

Jinwoo Lee is a PhD Candidate in Public Administration at Seoul National University.  
Previously, Lee was a Visiting Fellow at Pardee Rand Graduate School (2020) and a 
Visiting Graduate Student at the University of Pittsburgh (2017). Lee holds a Master's 
Degree in Public Policy from Seoul National University and a BA in Public 
Administration from Han-Yang University. Lee is a Researcher at the Center for 
Survey Research, Seoul National University.

SURIYANI MUHAMAD

Dr Suriyani Muhamad is an Associate Professor in development economics at the  
Faculty of Economics, Business and Social Development, Universiti Malaysia  
Terengganu (UMT). She obtained her bachelor’s degree in Economics in 1999 from 
Universiti Malaya, Malaysia, and her master’s degree in 2001 from London School of  
Economics, United Kingdom. In 2007, she obtained her degree of Doctor of Philosophy  
from the University of Manchester, United Kingdom. Besides development economics, 
her other lecture and research areas currently are labour economics and gender 
related economics.  Dr Suriyani has been principal investigator and project leader of 
six (6) and co researcher of twelve (12) grant-funded research projects.



ASHVIN PERERA

Ashvin Perera is a recent graduate with a Bachelor's Degree in Mathematics and 
Economics from the University of London. I am currently employed at Verité 
Research, a Sri Lankan organization that provides strategic analysis for Asia. As a 
data analyst, I work predominantly in the field of socioeconomics. My work so far has 
covered the impact of COVID-19 on primary education and household vulnerability in 
Sri Lanka. I am greatly interested in statistical analysis and its application in 
understanding and interpreting data independent of a field, but my desire to 
understand people has led to its application in the field of socioeconomic.

NIROSHI PERERA

Brought up by a housewife who left a promising career, my interest in employing a 
gender lens in economic behavioural understanding started through observing my 
household. My final year dissertation while pursuing my Bachelors at the University 
of Colombo, was therefore focussed on the care economy. Upon graduation, I worked 
as a researcher focusing on creating reliable economic forecasts for macro-economic 
variables and then transitioned to the corporate sector as a Heineken Asia Pacific 
Graduate Trainee. I exit my corporate career last October, to pursue my interests in 
the care economy having witnessed first-hand how underrepresented fields such as 
supply chain is and am currently engaging in research on the same,  while pursuing 
an M.Phil at the University of Peradeniya.

ANJANA THAMPI

Anjana Thampi is assistant professor of economics at O. P. Jindal Global University, 
India. Her areas of research include food security, inequality, gender and labour. She 
received her PhD from Jawaharlal Nehru University, India. Her recent and ongoing 
projects include examinations of the female labour force participation, the impact of 
food provisioning programmes, and the crisis of inequality in India. She has 
published journal articles and book chapters and contributes opinion pieces. 

HASNA MUNAS

Hasna has worked on a range of assignments covering trade facilitation, Sri Lanka’s 
political and macro economy and youth employment and education. She also 
contributes to the Media Analysis, a concise analytical digest of important issues 
discussed in Sinhala language newspapers each week. She previously provided 
support in managing the databases maintained by the Economics team and 
Manthri.lk. She has also taught courses on statistics and economics at the 
undergraduate level. Hasna holds a BSc. in Mathematics and Economics from the 
LSE..

MARIA SANDOVAL-GUZMAN

Maria Sandoval-Guzman is a PhD candidate in Economics at Curtin University in 
Australia, as a scholar at the Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre and the Women in 
Social Economic Research Cluster. She holds a Master of Public Policy in Economic 
Policy from the Australian National University as an Endeavour scholar, and a 
Bachelor of International Studies (1st in class) from the University of Guadalajara, 
Mexico, with additional studies at the University of Oslo, Norway; Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin, Germany; and the University of Washington, USA. Her PhD 
research focuses on gender budgeting and gender impact assessments of economic 
policy.



TODGEREL SODBAATAR

Todgerel Sodbaatar is a statistician responsible for national-level surveys, including 
the Multiple  Indicator Sample Survey and Time Use Survey in the National 
Statistics Office of Mongolia. I obtained my first degree in economics-demography at 
Population Teaching and Research Center at  the National University of Mongolia 
and master's degree at the Institute for Population and Social  Research, Mahidol 
University in Bangkok. I work as the team leader for the MICS 2018 survey and TUS 
2019 survey in the NSO. During my  time with NSO, I participated in TUS three 
times but with different levels of responsibilities. I was  just an assistant to the 
survey team in the first round of TUS. In the next round of TUS, I developed a  
survey plan and questionnaires. I was in charge of all stages of the TUS 2019 for the 
first time. I am  lesson-learned from the survey to the survey.

MARIA SANDOVAL-GUZMAN

Maria Sandoval-Guzman is a PhD candidate in Economics at Curtin University in
Australia, as a scholar at the Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre and the Women in
Social Economic Research Cluster. She holds a Master of Public Policy in Economic
Policy from the Australian National University as an Endeavour scholar, and a
Bachelor of International Studies (1 st in class) from the University of Guadalajara,
Mexico, with additional studies at the University of Oslo, Norway; Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin, Germany; and the University of Washington, USA. Her PhD
research focuses on gender budgeting and gender impact assessments of economic
policy.
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